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 I  Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1.  In a reciprocating steam engine, which of the following forms a kinematics link   [ ] 
       A) Cylinder and piston    B) Piston rod and connecting rod 
       C) Crank shaft and flywheel    D) Fly wheel and engine frame 
 
2.   The motion transmitted between the teeth of gears in mesh is    [ ]   
      A) Sliding   
 B) Rolling  
       C) May be rolling or sliding depending upon  the shape of teeth    
       D) Partly sliding and partly rolling 
 
3.  A combination of kinematic pairs, joined in such a way that the relative motion              [        ] 
     between the links is completely constrained, is called a 

A)Structure       B) Mechanism        C) Kinematic chain       D) Inversion  
 
4.   In a kinematic chain , a quaternary joint is equivalent to                 [          ] 
     A) One binary joint    B) Two binary joint    C) Three binary joint    D) Four binary joint 
 
5.  The grubler’s criterion for determining the degrees (n) of  freedom for a mechanisam having  
      plane motion is                                [          ] 

A) n=(L-1)-J       B) n=2(L-1)-2j       C) n=3(L-1)-2j         D) n=4(L-1)-3j      .                 
            where L=1 number of links, and J=1 number of binary joints 
 
6.         The total number of instantaneous centres for a mechanism consisting of n links are   [          ]                     
             A) n/2                          B) N                                   C) n-1/2                   D) n(n-1)/2  
 
7.        The direction of linear velocity of any point on a link with respect 
           To another point on the same link is                                                                                         [           ]                    
            A) Parallel to the link joining the points      B) Perpendicular to the Link joining the points  
            C) at 45o to the link joining the points         D) None of these  
 
8.        The component of the acceleration, parallel to the velocity of  the particle,at the given instant  is  called               
           A) Radial component     B) Tangential component    C) Coriolis component    D) None of these  
   [ ]
   
 
9.     The coriolis component of acceleration is taken into account for                                              [          ] 
         A) Slider crank mechanism                           B) Four bar chain mechanism 
         C) Quick return motion mechanisam             D) None of these   Cont……2  
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10.    Which of the following mechanism is used to enlarge or reduce the size of a  drawing ?              [         ] 
         A) Grasshopper mechanism     B) watt mechanism    C) pantograph       D) none of these     
 
II Fill in the blanks: 
 
11.  The lead screw of a lathe with nut forms a__________ pair. 
 
12.  A Peaucellier mechanism consist of _________ number of links 
 
13.  Oldham’s coupling and elliptic trammels are the inversions of________ 
 
14.  The Velocity in a mechanism is determined by ____________ and __________ methods. 
 
15.  The absolute acceleration (total acceleration) of a point is a sum of __________ acceleration   and         
              ___________   acceleration. 
 
16.  The cam and follower without springs is ____________pair 
 
17.  The lead screw of a lathe with nut forms a ___________ 
 
18.  A kinematic   chain is known as a mechanism when_____________ 
 
19.  The   instantaneous   centres   which vary with the configuration the mechanism, are called__________  
  
 20.  In the above question, if both the links OA and OB turn in clockwise direction, then the  
        Rubbing   velocity at the pin joint O is ____________ 
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 I  Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1.   In a kinematic chain , a quaternary joint is equivalent to                 [          ] 
     A) One binary joint    B) Two binary joint    C) Three binary joint    D) Four binary joint 
 
2.  The grubler’s criterion for determining the degrees (n) of freedom for a mechanisam having  
      plane motion is                                [          ] 

A)n=(L-1)-J     B) n=2(L-1)-2j       C) n=3(L-1)-2j         D) n=4(L-1)-3j      .                 
              where L=1 number of links, and J=1 number of binary joints 
 
3.         The total number of instantaneous centres for a mechanism consisting of n links are   [          ]                     
             A) n/2                          B) N                                   C) n-1/2                   D) n(n-1)/2  
 
4.        The direction of linear velocity of any point on a link with respect 
           To another point on the same link is                                                                                         [           ]                    
            A) Parallel to the link joining the points      B) Perpendicular to the Link joining the points  
            C) at 45o to the link joining the points         D) None of these  
 
5.        The component of the acceleration, parallel to the velocity of  the particle,at the given instant  is  called               
           A) Radial component     B) Tangential component    C) Coriolis component    D) None of these  
   [ ]
   
 
6.      The coriolis component of acceleration is taken into account for                                               [          ] 
          A) Slider crank mechanism                           B) Four bar chain mechanism 
          C) Quick return motion mechanisam             D) None of these  
    
7.      Which of the following mechanism is used to enlarge or reduce the size of a  drawing ?         [         ] 
          A) Grasshopper mechanism     B) watt mechanism    C) pantograph       D) none of these     
 
 
8.  In a reciprocating steam engine, which of the following forms a kinematics link   [ ] 
       A) Cylinder and piston    B) Piston rod and connecting rod 
       C) Crank shaft and flywheel    D) Fly wheel and engine frame 
 
9.  The motion transmitted between the teeth of gears in mesh is    [ ]   
      A) Sliding   
 B) Rolling  
       C) May be rolling or sliding depending upon  the shape of teeth    
       D) Partly sliding and partly rolling 
   Cont……2  
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10.  A combination of kinematic pairs, joined in such a way that the relative motion              [        ] 
     between the links is completely constrained, is called a 

A) Structure       B) Mechanism        C) Kinematic chain       D) Inversion  
 
 
II Fill in the blanks: 
 
11.  The Velocity in a mechanism is determined by ____________ and __________ methods. 
 
12.  The absolute acceleration (total acceleration) of a point is a sum of __________ acceleration   and         
              ___________   acceleration. 
 
13.  The cam and follower without springs is ____________pair 
 
14.  The lead screw of a lathe with nut forms a ___________ 
 
15.  A kinematic   chain is known as a mechanism when_____________ 
 
16.  The   instantaneous   centres   which vary with the configuration the mechanism, are called__________  
  
17.  In the above question, if both the links OA and OB turn in clockwise direction, then the  
        Rubbing   velocity at the pin joint O is ____________ 
 
18.  The lead screw of a lathe with nut forms a__________ pair. 
 
19.  A Peaucellier mechanism consist of _________ number of links 
 
20.  Oldham’s coupling and elliptic trammels are the inversions of________ 
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 I  Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1.         The total number of instantaneous centres for a mechanism consisting of n links are   [          ]                     
             A) n/2                          B) N                                   C) n-1/2                   D) n(n-1)/2  
 
2.        The direction of linear velocity of any point on a link with respect 
           To another point on the same link is                                                                                         [           ]                    
            A) Parallel to the link joining the points      B) Perpendicular to the Link joining the points  
            C) at 45o to the link joining the points         D) None of these  
 
3.        The component of the acceleration, parallel to the velocity of  the particle,at the given instant  is  called               
           A) Radial component     B) Tangential component    C) Coriolis component    D) None of these  
   [ ]
   
 
4.     The coriolis component of acceleration is taken into account for                                              [          ] 
         A) Slider crank mechanism                           B) Four bar chain mechanism 
         C) Quick return motion mechanisam             D) None of these  
 
     
5.       Which of the following mechanism is used to enlarge or reduce the size of a  drawing ?       [         ] 
          A) Grasshopper mechanism     B) watt mechanism    C) pantograph       D) none of these     
 
6.  In a reciprocating steam engine, which of the following forms a kinematics link   [ ] 
       A) Cylinder and piston    B) Piston rod and connecting rod 
       C) Crank shaft and flywheel    D) Fly wheel and engine frame 
 
7.   The motion transmitted between the teeth of gears in mesh is    [ ]   
      A) Sliding   
 B) Rolling  
       C) May be rolling or sliding depending upon  the shape of teeth    
       D) Partly sliding and partly rolling 
 
8.  A combination of kinematic pairs, joined in such a way that the relative motion              [        ] 
     between the links is completely constrained, is called a 

A)Structure       B) Mechanism        C) Kinematic chain       D) Inversion  
 
9.   In a kinematic chain , a quaternary joint is equivalent to                 [          ] 
     A) One binary joint    B) Two binary joint    C) Three binary joint    D) Four binary joint 
 Cont……2 
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10.  The grubler’s criterion for determining the degrees (n) of a freedom for mechanisam having  
      plane motion is                                [          ] 

A) n=(L-1)-J  B) n=2(L-1)-2j       C) n=3(L-1)-2j         D) n=4(L-1)-3j      .                 
              where L=1 number of links, and J=1 number of binary join 
 
 
 
II Fill in the blanks: 
 
11.  The cam and follower without springs is ____________pair 
 
12.  The lead screw of a lathe with nut forms a ___________ 
 
13.  A kinematic   chain is known as a mechanism when_____________ 
 
14.  The   instantaneous   centres   which vary with the configuration the mechanism, are called__________  
  
15.  In the above question, if both the links OA and OB turn in clockwise direction, then the  
        Rubbing   velocity at the pin joint O is ____________ 
 
16.  The lead screw of a lathe with nut forms a__________ pair. 
 
17.  A Peaucellier mechanism consist of _________ number of links 
 
18.  Oldham’s coupling and elliptic trammels are the inversions of________ 
 
19.  The Velocity in a mechanism is determined by ____________ and __________ methods. 
 
20.  The absolute acceleration (total acceleration) of a point is a sum of __________ acceleration   and         
              ___________   acceleration. 
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 I  Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1.        The component of the acceleration, parallel to the velocity of  the particle,at the given instant  is  called              
           A) Radial component     B) Tangential component    C) Coriolis component    D) None of these  
   [ ] 
 
   
2.     The coriolis component of acceleration is taken into account for                                              [          ] 
         A) Slider crank mechanism                           B) Four bar chain mechanism 
         C) Quick return motion mechanisam             D) None of these  
 
    
  3.    Which of the following mechanism is used to enlarge or reduce the size of a  drawing ?              [         ] 
         A) Grasshopper mechanism     B) watt mechanism    C) pantograph       D) none of these     
 
4.  In a reciprocating steam engine, which of the following forms a kinematics link   [ ] 
       A) Cylinder and piston    B) Piston rod and connecting rod 
       C) Crank shaft and flywheel    D) Fly wheel and engine frame 
 
5.   The motion transmitted between the teeth of gears in mesh is    [ ]   
      A) Sliding   
 B) Rolling  
       C) May be rolling or sliding depending upon  the shape of teeth    
       D) Partly sliding and partly rolling 
 
6.  A combination of kinematic pairs, joined in such a way that the relative motion              [        ] 
     between the links is completely constrained, is called a 

A)Structure       B) Mechanism        C) Kinematic chain       D) Inversion  
 
7.   In a kinematic chain , a quaternary joint is equivalent to                 [          ] 
     A) One binary joint    B) Two binary joint    C) Three binary joint    D) Four binary joint 
 
8.  The grubler’s criterion for determining the degrees (n) of a  freedom for mechanisam having  
      plane motion is                                [          ] 

A)n=(L-1)-J  B) n=2(L-1)-2j       C) n=3(L-1)-2j         D) n=4(L-1)-3j      .                 
              where L=1 number of links, and J=1 number of binary joints 
 
9.         The total number of instantaneous centres for a mechanism consisting of n links are   [          ]                     
             A) n/2                          B) N                                   C) n-1/2                   D) n(n-1)/2  
  Cont……2  
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10.        The direction of linear velocity of any point on a link with respect 
           To another point on the same link is                                                                                         [           ]                    
            A) Parallel to the link joining the points      B) Perpendicular to the Link joining the points  
            C) at 45o to the link joining the points         D) None of these  
 
II Fill in the blanks: 
 
11.  A kinematic   chain is known as a mechanism when_____________ 
 
12.  The   instantaneous   centres   which vary with the configuration the mechanism, are called__________  
  
13.  In the above question, if both the links OA and OB turn in clockwise direction, then the  
        Rubbing   velocity at the pin joint O is ____________ 
 
14.  The lead screw of a lathe with nut forms a__________ pair. 
 
15.  A Peaucellier mechanism consist of _________ number of links 
 
16.  Oldham’s coupling and elliptic trammels are the inversions of________ 
 
17.  The Velocity in a mechanism is determined by ____________ and __________ methods. 
 
18.  The absolute acceleration (total acceleration) of a point is a sum of __________ acceleration   and         
              ___________   acceleration. 
 
19.  The cam and follower without springs is ____________pair 
 
20.  The lead screw of a lathe with nut forms a ___________ 
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